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• There are too many kittens without forever homes.

• 69% of owned cats are acquired as strays or from 
shelters/ friends / family / neighours1. Often, we didn’t
set out to own a cat, but took one in because it needed 
a home. 

• Desexed animals experience a range of welfare benefits.

Take-home message: desexing is a critical component of 
humane cat management. 

Source: 1Companion Animals in New Zealand 2020 



Top motivators to desexing:

• Prevent unwanted litters (71%)

• Prevent unwanted behaviours (26%)

• Prevent medical problems (15%)

• Vet advised it (12%)

Top barriers to desexing:

• Cost (28%)

• Think cat is too young (23%) or too old (20%)

• Think it is unnecessary (20%)

• Believe animals should reproduce (8%)

• Concerned about the process (8%)

Source: Companion Animals in New Zealand 2011; 2020; See also Aguilar and Farnworth 2012 for relationship between poverty andstray cat density 



AcrossTāmaki Makaurau, the vast 
majority of owned cats are desexed. 

However, cost is a key barrier to 
desexing, so it’s not surprising that stray 
cat density is strongly related to poverty. 

Source: Aguilar and Farnworth 2012 
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https://www.spca.nz/advice-and-welfare/article/keeping-your-cat-safe-and-happy-at-home

https://www.spca.nz/advice-and-welfare/article/keeping-your-cat-safe-and-happy-at-home


Motivators to keeping cats at home:

• Cats are safe from roads, cat fights, catnappers etc

• Owners are less stressed when they know their cats are safe at home

• Wildlife safety (only a motivator for some owners; for many this is irrelevant)

Barriers to keeping cats at home:

• Social norms in Aotearoa New Zealand – many people think they need to let 
their cat roam because this is what is expected by others around them, even 
if they are worried for the cat’s safety when they let it out. 

• Awareness / access ‘how to’

• Underestimating how far cats roam, risks to cats and wildlife

Take home message: changing social norms about what it is to be a ‘good’ cat 
owner in Aotearoa is key. In many other countries, stay-at-home cats are the 
norm.

Sources: TRA (2021) Cat containment in Auckland homes; cattracker.nz/

https://cattracker.nz/


Source:  cattracker.nz/

https://cattracker.nz/


Sources:  Metserset al (2010);  cattracker.nz/

Wellington “Supercat” 

with 200 ha home range 
(Cattracker.nz)

https://cattracker.nz/


DIY…

…or ready-
made 

products…

…the 
internet is full 

of ideas!
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…the 
internet is full 

of ideas!

Sources:

https://catfence.nz

Stuff.co.nz

@Jo_Fereday

catestrophicreations.com

Sarah Edmonsonon Beasties

istockphotos

https://catfence.nz/


#IndoorCat

#CatFence

#CatEnrichment

#EnrichmentForCats

#EnrichmentToy

#CatWall

#Catio 
#CatioLife

#CatioCats

#Catios

#SafeCatSafeWildlife



Enrichment is really important for cat welfare, 
especially if they are stay-at-home cats, to prevent 
boredom. 

Enrichment also reduces cats’ prey drive:

• at least 5-10 minutes of object play per day can 
reduce prey capture by about 25%

Take home message: whether it’s a stay-at-home cat 
or allowed to roam, encouraging owners to play with 
their cats is good for cats and wildlife

Source:s: 
Cecchettiet al 2021 Provision of high meat content food and object play reduce predation of wild animals by domestic cat Felis catus. Current Biology DOI 10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044

SPCA https://www.spca.nz/advice-and-welfare/article/enrichment-tips-for-cats

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044
https://www.spca.nz/advice-and-welfare/article/enrichment-tips-for-cats


A high meat diet with no grains can reduce prey 
capture by 36%

Feeding a nutritious diet will also help keep your 
cat healthy. 

Take home message: a high meat diet is good 
for cats and wildlife, especially when cats 
have access to the outdoors

Source:: 

Cecchettiet al 2021 Provision of high meat content food and object play reduce predation of wild animals by 

domestic cat Felis catus. Current Biology DOI 10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044


Brightly coloured collars are more effective than bells 
at protecting birds and lizards from cats (42-54% 
reduction in prey capture).

Cats can still catch rats when wearing these collars 
because rats don’t have the same good colour vision. 

Can be bought ready-made, or make your own

Take home message: bird safe collars help protect 
birds and lizards when cats have access to the 
outdoors

Source:s: Cecchettiet al 2021 Provision of high meat content food and object play reduce predation of wild animals by domestic cat Felis catus. Current Biology DOI 10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044
Hall et al 2015 Assessing the effectiveness of the Birdsbesafeanti-predation collar cover in reducing predation on wildlife by pet cats in Western Australia. Applied Animal Behaviour Science 173: 40-51

www.birdsbesafe.com

Make your own cat collar (and save the birds!) | Activities | Kidspot

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2020.12.044
http://www.birdsbesafe.com/
https://kidspot.co.nz/activities/make-cat-collar-save-birds/
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• Successful communication has the target audience 
top of mind

• Your audience will have different values, knowledge 
and experiences to you.

• Respect those values – don’t try to change them. 
Your aim is to change behaviour, not values.

• Find common ground to establish a relationship (this 
may have nothing to do with cats! – do you share a 
love of books, soccer, sailing, gardening…?)



• One in three Aucklanders have a cat1, 44% of 
households nationally2.

• Companionship is the most common reason3.

• 4 out of 5 cat owners consider their cat a 
member of the family2.

Take-home message: communications with cat 
owners will only succeed if respectful of the value 
many of us place on cats. 

Sources: 1Pest Free Auckland communications tracker, July 2020; 2New Zealand Companion Animal Council, 2020; 3Walker et al. 2017 



Source: PFA communications tracker (July 2020 and May 2019 waves combined), multiple response % don’t add to 100. base: n=972.

79%

52%
46%

25%

3% 5%

Desexed Microchipped Kept inside at night Bell collar Birds be safe collar None of these



Imagesource:Wikimediacommons.

3% bird safe collar

46% home at night

52% microchipped

79% desexed

Different behavioursare at different stages of adoption in our community. 

Successfulbehaviourchangestrategies will differ depending on whether 

you’re talking only to the last handful or the vast majority of the community 
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UK cat owner segmentation -source: Crowley et al 2020 



Vets!

Sources: Companion Animals in New Zealand 2016; MacDonald et al 2015
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#CatsOfIntstagram

#KittensOfInstagram

#Kitten

#CatsOfTwitter

#LoveCats

#Kitty

#HappyCat 
#CatsAtHomes

#Catstagram

#CuteCats
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“Forest & Bird recognises the 
important role cats play in New 
Zealand society. Cats provide 
companionship and other 
positive benefits. Many Forest & 
Bird members own cats.” [F&B 
Cat Policy]



“As a responsible cat owner, you 
should desex your cat.” [WCC 
‘Caring for your cat’ factsheet]

https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/your-council/plans-policies-and-bylaws/plans-and-policies/a-to-z/domestic-

animals/animal-cat-factsheet.pdf



“We believe some of those cats 
have been deliberately dumped 
and turned feral, which is 
distressing and an issue in itself 
because dumped cats rarely 
survive long-term.” [St Pierre, 
Kōkako article]



“The Dunedin research… found that 
placing bells on cats halved the 
number of birds caught… Domestic 
cats are predators that we have direct 
control over – so by being responsible 
cat owners, we can make a real 
difference.” [Forest & Bird factsheet]



“Make your cat conservation friendly.” 
[Department of Conservation quiz 
listing actions that responsible cat 
owners can take]



Choose images that show your desired state –
a cat that is happy at home…

…a human interactingwiththecat; 
enrichmenttoys; positiveemotion.



Sharethese sorts of stories on social media and other avenues



Althoughthese stories canbehelpfulinraising
awareness of wildlife predation, studies show 
concern for wildlife is not a strong motivator for 
behaviourchange among cat owners. 

Media portrayal of cat predation can fuel 
polarized narratives that are unhelpful for bringing 
your target audience on the journey with you. 

Always accompany with some positive framing about the solution. 



“cats hunt and unfortunately their prey 
sometimes includes native wildlife.” 
[Wellington City Council factsheet] X

Instead, try “if we let our cats out to roam...” 

(creates agency, avoids reinforcing unhelpful norm)



The same applies with image choices – avoid 
images that reinforce the normative idea 
that cats must always go outside to huntX

X
X

X



Avoid using the word ‘pest’ in conjunction with cats – it is 
emotive and alienating for your target audience, cat 
owners.

It’s ok to mention that cats hunt wildlife, butavoid 
framing it as something inevitable – you want people to 
believe they have the agency to prevent it happening.

X

Instead, try “if we let our cats out to roam...” 



“We’re not anti-cat”

As soon as you say you’re not something, it puts the idea into 
people’s minds that you might be that thing… 

X



https://catfence.nz/






We hope this presentation has given you some 
food for thought.

All the best for your own responsible cat 
ownership behaviour change initiatives!


